


About B,RIGHT�
B,RIGHT is the exclusive distributor for the Ceccato car wash machines, 
Ancillaries and spare parts in Saudi Arabia, most middle east and African 
countries.
B,RIGHT provides car wash service as well with the high quality and high 
standards that consider a revolution in the car wash industry.

Vision

To make car washing a pleasant experience. 

Mission

Harnessing the capabilities of our professional staff
and top quality machines to create satisfying
fast and friendly car wash experience.
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Quality
Innovation
Progress
Respect

Values



History made in italy

2001

1936
Founded by Pietro Ceccato, the compa-
ny was born in 1936. over the years it 
has diversifiedits production, moving 
form Furnace burners, air compressors 
and   service Station equipment form the         
production of motorcycles to Current    
production car washing system 

1956 
Construction of one of the 
oscillating car wash units in 
the world

1961 
 Beginning of the car wash production 

inauguration of the new factory, 
still used today on an area of 
60,000 square  meters

About CECCATO�



Quality, reliability, service and continuous innovation 

Over 40,000 equipment delivered in at least 50 countries. 

Approximately 20,000 installations operating every day, for an approximate total of 100,000,000 cars 
washed in the world each year. The network of subsidiaries and distributors offers to the customers 
complete support and assistance: from project analysis to equipment configuration and installation. 
The after-sales assistance  organization guarantees, in real time, standards of quality and timing 
defined by the headquarter.



Facts

Number of working unit: 

over 25.000 worldwide

Number of cars washed every 
year worldwide on our units: 

Over 100.000.000

Among our Customers for many 
years most of the major European 
Car Manufaturer as well as the 
major Petrol Comp nies Worldwide.



Past / Present Collaborations

Ceccato equipment sold world wide to major Oil Companies



Ceccato vehicle washing machines

TUNNEL
MINIMAX
HERCULES

TUNNELRollover
HYPERION TECH
PEGASUS TECH
HYDRUS TECH
PHOENIX
ARIES

Rollover

Car wash

TUNNEL
LFO

TUNNELRollover
BALTIC

Rollover

Commercial wash
(Truck – Buses)



HYPERION TECH 3.0HYPERION TECH 3.0HYPERION TECH 3.0
steps into the future

HYPERION TECH 3.0



Flexible, Ecological, Simple
 Hyperion Tech 3.0: productivity squared 

HYPERION TECH 3.0, THE FIRST ROLLOVER UNIT OF THE 3.0 RANGE BY CECCATO.
Flexible, ecological, extremely fast (car washing in less than 3 minutes), in a word: smart. 

SIMPLE INTERFACE CHIP CARD OR
 KEY ACTIVATION

APP FOR REMOTE
  MANAGEMENT

TOUCH SCREEN

TOUCH SCREEN
App for remote management

WASHING CYCLES
Unique programming and definition of washing cycles

WASH PERFORMANCE
Return on investment starting from 
650 washes/month up to 2,000 washes/month 

NEW LUMINOUS DISPLAY AND RGB LEDS

PREMIUM VERSION
Moving profile

ADAPTIVE SHAPE FIT SYSTEM
Smart inclination



Flexible, Ecological, Simple
 Hyperion Tech 3.0: productivity squared 

SELF-REGULATING DOSING PUMPS
Self-regulating based on the system 
speed and outdoor temperature 
 

WHEEL MASTER
Power and lightness

HIGH-PRESSURE PUMP RACK
Added value

TSD TURBO SIDE DRYER STANDARD
Top quality drying

PROFILE CONTROL TECH 
SENSITIVE intelligence

ENERGY EFFICIENT INVERTERS
Huge advantages



Flexible, Ecological, Simple
 Hyperion Tech 3.0: productivity squared 

OPTIONAL:

LIGHT CURTAINS.
No more obstacles

EMOLLIENT.
No more obstacles

ASBC.
Adaptive Side Brush Control

POLISH PROGRAMME.
Shine and profitability 
for your program 

COLOURFUL WATERFALL.
A touch of sophistication 

LED WHEEL GUIDES.
Enter the scene with 
some extra help 



PEGASUS TECHPEGASUS TECH



Pegasus tech

The design 
compact and strong 

Compact dimensions 
great performance in narrow space 

The top display 
clear and simple 

Premium version 
contouring the vehicle 

TSD turbo syde dryer standard 
first degree drying system 

Air plus version 
synchronous movement as added value 

Simple and 
intuitive interface

Activation with chip
card or electronic key 

Remote management

E-WON



Pegasus tech

Wheel master 
power and light touch 

Maximum optimization 
intelligent customization 

Compact high pressure pumps 
added value 

Profile control tech 
shape sensitive. perfect contact 

Intelligent wash 
more where you need it



HYDRUS TECH 2.0
top-quality performance 



Remote monitoring and control 

NEW HYDRUS TECH

Hydrus Tech, the signature product in our range of rollover units. A system featuring reliability 
and functionality, in the face of a reasoned investment, will allow you to make the most of its 
operational potential. Hydrus Tech has now undergone major technological and design 
upgrades.From a technological point of view, the upgraded software and introduction of a new 
functional unit, like the Power Ultra high pressure unit, guarantee undeniable washing results. 
In terms of design, the Virtual Led and stainless steel versions showcase the most on-trend 
and up-to-date models currently available in the carwash world.

Hydrus offers a secure and reliable connection to remotely control all operations. The system 
data, daily reports and operational status will always be made available for simple and clear 
consultation. 



Hydrus in action
The main operating units perform the pre-wash, wash and drying cycles in a 
sequence of movements and time frames optimized to guarantee a perfect 
result and total customer satisfaction

Wheel master hp 

Freetouch hp

Power tech ultra hp 
The most advanced model on the market

Hp premium

Softness and efficiency 



CECCATO FOAM TECH BRUSHES
Designed for top performance  

Softness and efficiency

Foam tech shape

Foam tech full touch

Foam tech tessile

BRUSH UNIT

Shape fit system

Control tech profile



Drying
Perfect for any vehicle shape

Hydrus virtual LED
light takes center stage

Hydrus inox
hard-wearing steel

Hydrus air plus 
The Air Plus model offers a valid alternative 
to the contour dryer system through 
high-pressure nozzles and air fans located on 
the upper part of the system which alternate 
between dispensing water and air



POWER TECH ULTRA HP 

HYDRUS  FREE TECH
High Quality Touchless Washing 

An unprecedented washing force. Featuring up to 16 Hydraflex rotating nozzles (in 
the 270 model) on the horizontal device and 16 vertical nozzles (8 per side), it is one 
of the most comprehensively equipped high-pressure systems in the carwash sector. 
Power Tech Ultra allows you perform highly efficient washing cycles, even without 
using brushes, to meet the requirements of customers who are still skeptical about 
washing their vehicles under brushes.

Wheelmaster HP 
This touchless device works without coming into contact with the vehicle, using 
high-pressure inclined rotating nozzles at 70 bar. 



Phoenix Tech 2.0
The beginning of excellence



The design 
solid and compact

Positioning light 
clear and simpl 

Premium version 
contouring the vehicle 

TSD turbo syde dryer standard 
first degree drying system 

Air plus version 
synchronous movement as added value 

Color touch 
screen interface 

App on mobile or tablet 
for remote monitoring 

Integrated ADSL
 connection 

ADSL

FLEXIBLE, GREEN, SIMPLE.
PHOENIX TECH 2.0: THE BEGINNING OF EXCELLENCE



Flexible, Green, Simple.
phoenix tech 2.0: the beginning of excellence

WHEEL MASTER 
power and light touch

PROFILE CONTROL TECH 
sensitive intelligence

ON BOARD
high pressure pump 



ARIES 2.0
The evolution of simplicity 



ARIES 2.0 
the evolution on semplicity 

Aries 2.0 is ideal especially for who wants to take extreme care of the clients’ 
cars, a car-dealer for example. Customizable by a wide range of accessories, 
the Aries 2.0 perfectly fits your goals. Not always, expensive means better. 

Aries 2.0 is the entry-level in the Ceccato range that summarizes three 
important values: flexibility in the configuration, easy to operate and main-
tain, inexpensive. 

Aries 2.0 guarantees an exceptional relationship between quality and price 
thanks to the lowest maintenance costs on the market and to the extremely 
high reliability. 

Main features

Drying system 

Wheelwasher system 

Pre-washing system 

Brushes movement 

Robo wash



TUNNEL
Power and elegance



MINIMAX
The ultra-compact solution, ideal for small spaces (just over 9-metre struc-
ture in the minimum configuration) with excellent productivity: complete. 
reliable and innovative.

Minimax
Dynamic 10,4 meter

Minimax
Smart 14,15 meter

Minimax
Edition 16,4 meter



MINIMAX

TOUCH INTERFACE
operator touch screen color display

AIR PLUS
unit with swirling air-flow drying system
 

WASHES PERFORMANCE
up to 30 cars/hour
  

CONVEYOR
automatic feed system by means of rollers

SHAMPOO – FOAM ARCH
shampoo dispenser arch

MAIN FEATURES

CHEMICALS
pre-set for multiple chemical products

ALTA PRESSION
high pressure system for 
high-performance washing



Structure

HERCULES

The Tunnel HERCULES washing system is a reference point in the car wash world for its
distinguishing characteristics.Its solid structure, made to last over time, the flexibility of the 
software and the characteristic modularity, make it a benchmark in the landscape of tunnel 
washing plants and an ideal tool to ensure to your business reliability and concreteness. 
Low energy consumption and very low running and maintenance costs, among the lowest in 
the market, make it a balanced and secure income tool. Flexibility, reliability, robustness and 
modularity are the basic concepts on which wash built the success of HERCULES. 

HERCULES structures are self-supporting, 
fixed to the floor with expansion dowels

Electrical equipment 
The electrical system is made according 
to the current European regulations, the 
electrical components of the leading 
international brands are of high quality. 

Hydropneumatic equipment 
The pneumatic circuit is equipped with 
pressure switch.

Chemical dosage system 
The system is equipped as standard with 
adjustable pneumatic dosing pumps for the 
dispensing of Shampoo, Foamed Shampoo and 
Wax.



The system is equipped with solenoid valves for winter drainage of the water circuit, against 
possible winter frosts. The activation takes place via a guided choice from the operator panel 
and temperature probe. 

LEARNING 

WINTER DISCHARGE

It is possible to set or modify, directly on the installation, the running times of the various 
stages of the washing and drying cycle.

SELF-DIAGNOSIS

The system software monitors the operation of all parts of the washing plant. In the event of 
a failure, the control device displays an error code indicating the cause of the failure.



HERCULES
up to 90 cars per hour, length 
from 12,5 to 40 meters and more



Experience and reliability 

BALTIC



FROM OUR HISTORY:�
EXPERIENCE, RELIABILITY AND CONCRETENESS. 

BALTIC is the ideal washing solution for Industrial vehicles such as buses, cars, trucks, vans
articulated cars, tanker trucks, garbage collection and transportation vehicles, dump trucks
 military vehicles and special vehicles in general. 



Underchassis washing system 
BALTIC can be integrated with several solutions for high or medium pressure washing not only of
 the underbody, the sides and lower parts of vehicles (for example tank trucks), but also of wheels and mudguards.
 These systems could be equipped with rotating or fixed nozzles, obtaining great results also in case of particularly dirty vehicles. 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED 

High visibility traffic light 

Splashguards in windshield wound. 

Cable support 

Rails
“Heavy Duty” profile and wheel guidance tubes. 

Control panel 

Pushbutton panel 



LFO
LFO is the perfect solutions for washing public and private vehicles 
for commuters. Flexibility, speed and high performance, combined 
with minimum costs of management, make it an ide- al tool for 
washing buses or trams up to 60 vehicles/hour. Sturdy structure 
and simple as- sembly guaranteean extreme reliable solution ideal 
for managing a Medium/Large vehicle fleet size. 

LFC
HIGH PERFORMANCE IN REDUCED SPACES 

LFC is the solution for washing fleet of vehicles for public and private transportation 
to be installed in small available areas. This unit has a capacity of about 30 Vehicles 
per hour. This simple, although strongly built solution, allows optimal performance an 
e efficient results with an unsurpassed maintenance and management costs. Electro-
mechanical operation with photocells activation, makes really accurate washing, also 
including some really necessary functions such as “mirrors controls”. Modular galva-
nized structure (painted on request). Complete with 5 control brushes pneumatically 
controlled (4 vertical brushes and 1 horizontal brush) Wash height 4,5m. The system 
can be equipped on request with some arches for emollients, wax and eventually 
drying system. 



WATER SAVER 
Water Saver: state of the art water purifying.

Recycling and treatment of the waters - to reduce the necessary amount and improve its quali-
ty, at inlet and outlet - are integrating phases of the work cycle of a modern washing system: 
because  an efficient purifying system significantly contributes to improving the detergent and 
energy performances.

A water recycle system is adapted to high pressure washing systems, that can use over 400 
liters of water per car. 

In the best case, a recycling of 80% can be reached. If wanting to obtain optimal results with 
regard to washing and full efficiency duration of the system. Naturally.

Physical treatments

Biological - Physical treatments 

First rain waters treatment 



Car wash equipment 

Single self vacuum cleaner

Self vacuum cleaner with integrated electric car charger

Double self vacuum cleaner

Mat cleaner

Car seat wash 

Dry foam car seat wash 

Roll prouducts

Tire inflators

Car perfume dispenser  



Spare parts services.
FROM A TRADITION OF OVER 40 YEARS� IN WASH was born from a long-experienced 
Team in the car washing field and in a few years became the reference point for 
multibrand spare parts for automated car wash systems.

AN INDEPENDENT REALITY�Independent from manufacturers, IN WASH distributes 
spare parts of the major brands: Ceccato, Istobal, Autoequip, WashTec, Fia29/Ryko 
and others. Furthermore, the company can also offer compatible 
parts that are specifically designed to improve the carwash performance.

A COMPLETE CUSTOMER CARE� IN WASH provides appropriate support at every step 
of your purchase. For the selection of the correct parts, with a skilled professional 
support. You will also save time and money thanks to the intuitive and friendly e-com-
merce service and the compatible products, more competitive.



Installation & Maintenance
We have a trained team for We have a trained team to Install and maintain the 
automatic wash facilities.

We do have a maintenance plans We do have maintenance plans also for 
industrial/commercial washing projects, such as SAR Train washing plant and 
other commercial washing plants.

We can also upgrade your current facility by installing water saver We can also 
upgrade your current facility by installing a water saver or other ancillaries.



Contact us 

www.brightautowash.com

info@brightautowash.com

B.RIGHTAUTOWASH

https://www.linkedin.com/company/b-rightautowash/


